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SUMMARY
We developed two dose–response algorithms for P. aeruginosa pool folliculitis using bacterial and
lesion density estimates, associated with undetectable, signiﬁcant, and almost certain folliculitis.
Literature data were ﬁtted to Furumoto & Mickey’s equations, developed for plant epidermisinvading pathogens: Nl = A ln(1 + BC) (log-linear model); Pinf = 1−e(−rcC) (exponential model),
where A and B are 2.51644 × 107 lesions/m2 and 2.28011 × 10−11 c.f.u./ml P. aeruginosa,
respectively; C = pathogen density (c.f.u./ml), Nl = folliculitis lesions/m2, Pinf = probability of
infection, and rC = 4·3 × 10−7 c.f.u./ml P. aeruginosa. Outbreak data indicates these algorithms
apply to exposure durations of 41 ± 25 min. Typical water quality benchmarks (≈10−2 c.f.u./ml)
appear conservative but still useful as the literature indicated repeated detection likely implies
unstable control barriers and bacterial bloom potential. In future, culture-based outbreak testing
should be supplemented with quantitative polymerase chain reaction and organic carbon assays,
and quantiﬁcation of folliculitis aetiology to better understand P. aeruginosa risks.
Key words: Acute otitis externa, dermatitis, folliculitis.

I N T RO D U C T I O N
Recently we reviewed microbial risk assessment theory application to Pseudomonas aeruginosa swimming
pool infection management [1]. Information gaps
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identiﬁed included limited application of dose–
response theory to dermal infection in line with previous reviews [2, 3] and lack of a full mechanistic
description of infection [4]. In response, we further
reviewed pool folliculitis and acute otitis externa aetiology, epidermis ecology, and infection dose–response
theory, and constructed a theoretical framework [5].
The next steps we proposed included developing
modern dose–response models recognizing the issues
raised in [1]. The current paper proposes the ﬁrst
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such dose–response algorithms for swimming pool folliculitis, using a ‘meta-analysis’ style approach for
interrogating available data and assesses the uses, limitations and implications of the resulting algorithms.
The background context is detailed in [5]. A summary of our rationale is as follows. Increasingly infectious disease management is based on quantitative
risk assessment. Central to risk characterization are
dose–response algorithms. When combined with
exposure assessment information, dose–response
algorithms can provide estimates of infection and illness likelihood and disease burden (disability-adjusted
life years) for exposed populations. These risk estimates can be used to develop infection management
policies, e.g. tolerable microbial contamination of
recycled water. This approach has yet to be extended
to dermal infections but P. aeruginosa folliculitis provides a good starting place as it is one of the best
known opportunistic pathogens and folliculitis outbreaks are common.
To develop dose–response models for ingested
pathogens, the current procedure has been to collect
infection and attack rate data and collate this with
concurrent pathogen density measurements. Data
pairs are then ﬁtted to exponential, β-Poisson, hypergeometric and other models [6]. Data are obtained
mainly from food epidemiology and volunteer and animal trial literature [7–9]. By this approach, ingested
dose estimates are derived by combining the volume
or mass, of water or food consumed, with microbial
density estimates.
The ﬁrst constraint on applying this approach to
pool pathogens is that there is no equivalent of
water volume consumed. However, our review [5]
identiﬁed two alternative candidate algorithm forms
which relate epidermal infection likelihood and
epidermal lesion density to water-borne pathogen
density. Both originated in the same research as
the widely used exponential ingestion model of
Furomoto & Mickey [10]. Their equations [(4) and
(15)] were originally developed for plant epidermises
and so seem logical candidates for application to
human skin infection. Further, their theoretical analysis appears to have been satisfactorily validated [11].
The equations are as follows:
Pinf = 1 − e(−rc C ) (exponential model),
Nl = A ln(1 + BC ) (log-linear model)

(1)
(2)

where A and B are algorithm constants, C = density of
pathogen, Nl = lesions per unit area, Pinf = probability
of infection, and rC is a constant.

A second constraint, was that suitable experimental
data for the curve ﬁtting, appeared scant and ambiguous [5]. Some outbreak data were available. However,
it was doubtful that P. aeruginosa density/disease likelihood data provided valid matched pairs because of:
(i) delays between infection, folliculitis outbreak detection and water testing of several days [12, 13]; (ii) pool
environment stresses (chlorine dosing, ﬁltration) leading to unknown increases/reductions; and (iii) P. aeruginosa cells potentially being in a viable but
non-culturable state in the pool, but able to grow
and be pathogenic once in the host [14]. P. aeruginosa
skin inoculation trials [15] did not fully satisfy Koch’s
postulate in that classical folliculitis symptoms could
not be induced upon exposure of skin to outbreak isolates and involved different exposure conditions to
pools [5]. Animal and human volunteer experiments
conceptually offer a solution; however, no P. aeruginosa/folliculitis model was identiﬁed. Moreover, it is
questionable whether human experiments [15, 16]
could now be ethically undertaken because P. aeruginosa causes serious/fatal systemic disease, is notoriously
resistant to antibiotics, and high challenge doses are
required to induce disease [2].
Accordingly, other approaches for estimating
P. aeruginosa densities associated with folliculitis
need consideration. From re-examining the P. aeruginosa literature we concluded that the required data
might be obtained via a meta-analysis style [17] literature interrogation which integrated ‘the ﬁndings from
the universe (or a sample) of investigations of some
phenomenon . . . Meta-analysis involves using published research to compute an overall level of signiﬁcance, or comparable test statistics’.
Although this approach promised less precise algorithms than have been obtained with enteric pathogens we considered it worth exploring on several
grounds. ‘Natural bathing’ in freshwater containing
P. aeruginosa and lacking disinfectant is increasingly
popular and this bacterium poses a clear risk [18].
Price & Ahearn’s [19] minimum infection concentration (MIC) approach is out-dated [20]. Therefore,
a reformulation based on more modern dose–response
theory is needed. Dose–response algorithms efﬁciently
integrate pathogen density, epidemiology and other
dose–response data and generate testable hypotheses
about infection risks.
Finally ‘single-hit’ theory based dose–response
algorithms could provide reality checks for future
mechanism-based dose–response formulations [5]
which we suggest might be called second- and
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third-generation models, respectively (the minimum
infective dose concept being ﬁrst generation).
Single-hit theory derived dose–response algorithms
[21] have been central to the revolution in risk
assessment-based water and food quality management. Recently their use has stimulated recognition
of the need to more deeply understand dose–response
mechanisms. This is reﬂected in the Key Events Dose–
Response Framework (KEDRF) analysis [4] which
identiﬁed six different steps not captured in current
model formulation: (i) intake/exposure, (ii) biological
interaction/process, (iii) interaction/process (transport/
distribution/excretion), (iv) interaction/process (metabolism), (v) target issue interaction, and (vi) ultimate
effect. Separately, Teunis & Havelaar [21] explain
how current microbial dose–response formulations
can deviate from the underlying ‘single-hit’ theory.
METHODS
Previously identiﬁed information [1, 5] was reevaluated, supplemented with new data and collated.
Likely densities of P. aeruginosa associated with varying likelihood of folliculitis were estimated. As different studies report cells densities variously as c.f.u./ml,
c.f.u./100 ml or c.f.u./l [19, 22–24] we standardized on
c.f.u./ml.
Because of the diversity of the information considered, the limited number of references supporting
each body of data, and uncertainties about how outbreaks correspond to reported P. aeruginosa density
(e.g. sample timing), it was not possible to employ
an ‘odds-ratio’ style meta-analysis used with ingested
pathogens (e.g. [8]). Therefore, input estimates were
deduced from ﬁrst principles, pool ecology, experimental and outbreak data, and epidemiology reports.
Findings of this meta-analysis style interrogation were
organized into ‘Information sets’ (Table 1): Set I
reported P. aeruginosa pool outbreak densities; Set
II, P. aeruginosa pool densities where no folliculitis
was detected; Set III, P. aeruginosa growth/blooms
in waters comparable to pools; Set IV, growth promotion by pool organic matter; Set V, susceptibility
of exposed human populations; Set VI, folliculitis
attack rates relative to exposure time; Set VII, folliculitis lesion density in clinical disease presence and absence; and Set VIII, inocula and strains inducing
disease experimentally. We reasoned that dose–
response algorithms should be consistent with all
these lines of evidence. For each ‘Information set’,
an interpretation was developed supporting estimation
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of bacterial density/infection likelihood and bacterial
density/lesion density data pairs. Where possible,
interpretations were quantitative (e.g. disease likelihood and severity, bacterial density), and related to
outbreak/infection scenarios. From this analysis we
deduced P. aeruginosa densities, infection likelihoods,
and disease severity (lesion density), corresponding to
folliculitis outbreak severity (Table 2).
Equations (1) and (2) coefﬁcients (rC, A, B) were
estimated by minimizing the overall difference
between data pairs in Table 2 and model estimates
obtained using mainly iterative trial-and-error methods. Three programs were employed and compared,
Microsoft’s Excel ‘Solver’ wizard (Microsoft Corp.,
USA), Matlab 2012 (Mathworks, USA) and
Palisade™ ‘@Risk Optimizer’ (Palisade Corp., USA),
to the primary and log-transformed model. In the
case of equation (1) we also estimated rC by
transforming this expression into its linear form: ln
[1/(1 – Pinf )] = rC.C and applying Excel’s least squares
line ﬁt. Prior to ﬁtting the data we ﬁrst obtained approximate estimates of the model coefﬁcient values
for the two equations from trial-and-error plots of
each set of ﬁve input value pairs [X = P. aeruginosa
density, Y = infection probability; equation (1) or
Y = lesion density; equation (2)].
With Solver the curve ﬁts were optimized by iteratively varying the coefﬁcient estimates to obtain a
minimum root mean square value for Y estimates vs.
their algorithm estimated counterparts. In the case
of Matlab we used a maximum likelihood estimator
(MLE) [25] assuming the ‘noise’ followed a
Gaussian or Poisson distribution, as well as the program’s nonlinear least squares ‘nlinﬁt’ estimator. In
the case of Optimizer we applied the maximum likelihood method assuming noise was distributed in a
Gaussian fashion. In applying these programs we
assessed the sensitivity of the exponential model
[equation (1)] coefﬁcients to our assumptions about
0% and 100% attack probability.

R E S ULTS AN D D I S C U S S IO N
Input data set development and interpretation
Information Set I indicated that pool P. aeruginosa
bloom up to densities of ≈107 c.f.u./ml. However,
delays in sampling mean post-outbreak densities likely
do not reﬂect those at the time of exposure. The data
are complemented by Set II which suggests that
P. aeruginosa can bloom to up to 103–104 c.f.u./ml

4

Table 1. Information supporting estimation of folliculitis dose–response algorithm coefﬁcients

(I) Reported P.
aeruginosa outbreak
densities

System/study

10 c.f.u./ml associated with 0·88 attack
probability

Whirlpool

9 × 100–3·4 × 103 c.f.u./ml (associated with
0·50–0·90 attack probability)

Paper production
water with reuse and
poor disinfection
Whirlpool survey

Spa survey
Whirlpool survey
Hydrotherapy pool
survey

(III) Growth/bloom
densities in low
nutrient waters

7

Spa pool

All densities
concurrent along with
attack rates (n = 4)

(II) P. aeruginosa
densities in the
absence of
folliculitis

Quantitative information

Native and inoculated
whirlpools

Native and inoculated
hospital distilled
water

Summary/interpretation

Reference

Upper density reportedly associated with high
attack rate

[47] (cited by [22])

Infectious dose range reported for study
outbreaks. Lower value may be unreliable as
sampling occurred 4 days post-outbreak
Water quality range 10−2–107 c.f.u./ml.
Mean densities reported as associated with
Geometric mean 2·3 × 102 c.f.u./ml
outbreaks (concurrent attack probabilities
0·24–0·88, geometric mean 0·53). Authors
reported that all samples were subject to
collection delay
Wastewater (hose) 1·7–8 × 103 c.f.u./ml when
Illustrates exposure potential for high nutrient
water. Survey description suggests multiple
sampled (symptoms improving). Attack
individual exposures and pre-sampling delay
probability 0·71 over 2 months
likely
<100–105 c.f.u./ml (geometric mean 3 × 102)
Density estimates better associated with
monitoring as no delay between epidemiology
and water testing. No outbreak reports suggest
threshold exposure dose is 104–105 c.f.u./ml.
Author opinion is minimum infection
concentration >103 c.f.u./ml
1
>10 c.f.u./ml at 34·7% /12% of private/public Outbreak detection involves densities >101
sites
c.f.u./ml
Outbreak detection involves densities >101
<10−1 to >2·4 × 101 c.f.u./ml
c.f.u./ml
Even with sensitive population outbreak
14 of 16 baths >1·8 × 100 c.f.u./ml. Possible
requires density >>100/ml. Single detection
0·004 attack probability (1 infected wound
among 253 regular-aged users)
provides a notional estimate of attack rates
detectable via epidemiology surveys
Densities of 104–107 c.f.u./ml observed. Growth Pool blooms likely reﬂect ﬁnal P. aeruginosa
to 105–107 c.f.u./ml occurred in 3–4 days.
bloom densities in the range 105–107 c.f.u./ml.
Following chlorine withdrawal, regrowth from A density of 107 c.f.u./ml appears most likely
101 to 104–106 c.f.u./ml in 1–2 days observed
when contamination is severe. Inactivation
can also be rapid (42 days) even when
stressors such as chlorine are absent
Indicated P. aeruginosa bloom to levels
Mean density ≈103, range 1·5 × 100-4 × 104
c.f.u./ml. Inoculation experiments showed
approaching those in whirlpools even in low
growth to 106–107 c.f.u./ml in 2–4 days and 3
nutrient water. Showed also how rapidly clean
decimal reductions in 2 days
water bloom densities can decline

[22]

[22]

[44]

[19]

[48]
[23]
[49]

[19]

[26]
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Information set

Table 1 (cont.)
Information set

System/study

Quantitative information

Summary/interpretation

Reference

Various waters
including river and
drinking
Bottled water

Growth to 10 –10 c.f.u./ml (stationary phase)
up to 7 days

Further evidence of blooms and densities
reached in ‘low’ nutrient waters

[28]

Densities 104–105 c.f.u./ml

Further evidence of blooms and densities
reached including in potable waters
Indication of densities achieved in tub model

[50]

Indication of densities achieved in pool model
Studies indicate pool water TOC of 1–50 mg/l
with higher concentrations in whirlpools. This
appears sufﬁcient to induce P. aeruginosa
blooms of 106–107 c.f.u./ml and potentially
higher (see below)
Organic carbon was in range of 0·7–30 mg/l
comparable to pools. This range was
associated with P. aeruginosa blooms to
105–107 c.f.u./ml with the upper ﬁgures being
more likely

[38]
[23, 40–42] respectively.
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(IV) Bloom
promotion by
organic matter

(V) Bather
population
susceptibility
(VI) Attack rate as a
function of
exposure duration

Various reported
attack rates

Exposure 41 ± 25 min, range 10–90 min
(9 populations) (Fig. 1). From linear
regression (r2 = 0·56) average attack
probability increased from 0·25 at 10 min to
1·0 at 80 min (see Fig. 1)

Consistent with pool DOC or TOC of ≈ 3 mg/l
Indicates 5–20 mg/l DOC promotes blooms in
hot tubs of 107·2 ± 0·3 c.f.u./ml in absence of
disinfectant
Indicates 6 mg/l DOC promotes blooms in
pools of 3 × 106 c.f.u./ml in absence of
disinfectant
All individuals exposed are susceptible.
Outbreaks predominantly involve sufﬁcient
bacteria for high attack rate. Attack
probability required before reporting 50·07
These statistics deﬁne (i) typical pool exposure
duration (41 ± 25 min); and (ii) the average
probability of attack (0·55–0·68). The 0·55
ﬁgure is based on the regression line in
Figure 1. The 0·68 is the arithmetic average of
all the point estimates in table 1 in [22]

[29]

[28]

[39]
[29]

[38]

[22]

[12, 22, 27, 31, 51–53]

Quantifying P. aeruginosa dose–response

Steady state densities 107·2 ± 0·3 c.f.u./ml
(control)*
Model swimming pool Steady-state density 3 × 106 c.f.u./ml
Surveys of pool organic Reported total organic carbon (TOC) mg/l in
pools: 33 ± 42* (n = 8 mixture of types); 6·3
matter content of
(3·3–12·9) (average and range n = 8, swimming
pools
pools); 45 ± 61 (n = 8, maximum 210 mg/l
whirlpools); 1·0 ± 1·7 (n = 5 swimming pools)
Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in water
Organic matter
samples comparable to those supplying pools
stimulation of growth
(2 drinking, 1 river, various treatment) was
in various waters
0·73–21 mg/l. Concurrently assimilable
organic carbon (AOC) was 37–525 μg/l (6·2 ±
4·8% DOC)
AOC content of pools AOC inlet to ﬁlter 280 ± 50 μg/l
Model of growth in
10–40 mg/l tryptone + urea (≈5–19 mg/l DOC)
pools organic matter
hot tub model. Carbon inputs designed to
mimic typical bather loadings.
Growth in swimming
Chemostat feed 15 mg/l tryptone soy broth (6
pool model
mg/l carbon assuming 40% C) designed to
mimic typical bather loadings.
Survey (references
Reported attack probabilities 0·07–1·0, median
itemized in Fig. 1 key) 0·80, 75th percentile 1·0 (see Fig. 1)
Model hot tub
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Model arm follicle
inoculation
(VIII) Inocula and
strains inducing
disease

* ‘±’ = 1 standard deviation.

Case studies and skin
morphology/area
(VII) Folliculitis
lesion density

Other infection models

System/study

Estimated minimum, median, maximum
2 × 102, 103, 104 lesions/m2

See reference [5] and its
These statistics deﬁne what clinical folliculitis
supplementary material
typically means aetiologically. As folliculitis
for full details.
recognition reﬂects multiple lesions and
conﬂuent rash over the same body area its
detection where lesion density is less than ≈101
and ≈100 lesions/m−2 seem unlikely and very
unlikely, respectively
After 7 days 1 of 19 subjects covered with Saran Some between patient reaction differences but [15]
wrap and ≈106 c.f.u./cm2 skin but with
no clear between strain differences. Most
lesions non-follicular. Between strain
super-hydrated skin 68% of test subjects
differences small so pooling of different
showed reaction.
information sources considered reasonable.
However, model infection data is not
applicable to pool folliculitis
It is nevertheless possible through mutation to [33, 54]
This study and others reviewed indicate little
generate strains with varying virulence
variance in virulence between clinical and
environmental strains.
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Information set

Table 1 (cont.)

Quantitative information

Summary/interpretation

Reference
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without inducing outbreaks; and Set III, especially
Favero et al. [26], which showed how rapidly P. aeruginosa can bloom and decline (>3 log10 in 42 days).
Set III also showed that P. aeruginosa blooms to
≈106–107 c.f.u./ml even in clean waters before dieback, at rates consistent with folliculitis outbreaks following a bloom and bust time-course [26, 27]. Rates of
decline in real pools appear uncharacterized.
However, the lack of pool detections in Hopkins
et al.’s and Vogt et al.’s [13, 27] outbreak investigations and two other studies reviewed by Ratnam
et al. [22] are consistent with this picture.
Peak densities are likely to vary in response to
organic carbon concentrations [28, 29]. Set IV indicated that pool organic carbon concentrations are
sufﬁcient for bloom peaks of 105–107 c.f.u./ml. From
these data we suggest plausible minimum and most
likely densities causing outbreaks are 105 and 3 ×
106 c.f.u./ml, respectively, and a density associated
with maximum infection is ≈1·8 × 107 c.f.u./ml
(Tables 1 and 2). For comparison, an earlier example
of this meta-analysis style data interrogation to guide
estimation of hazardous levels of pathogens in support
of risk management is Haas & Rose [30].
From Set V the maximum infection probability
appears to be 1·0 while the minimum attack probability
where outbreaks are recognized is ≈0·07. Modal infection probability appears >0·5. From Ratnam et al.
([22], table 1 column 3), average ± standard deviation
(0·68 ± 0·30) and median (0·80) attack probability can
be estimated. From their own study these authors suggested ‘average’ exposure times for children (55 min)
and adults (15 min). Based on their data, as well as
additional literature identiﬁed in Table 1 (Set VI, nine
populations), we estimated exposure times associated
with outbreaks to average 41 ± 25 min. From linear
regression of these data (Fig. 1), the corresponding
mean attack probability was 0·55 at 41 min and 1·0
for exposures >80 min (Set VI, Fig. 1). Although
women may be more susceptible to folliculitis than
men [31], attack probabilities appear generally high
for both sexes given sufﬁcient exposure duration. A
notable feature of the data identiﬁed in this paper
and our previous reviews [1, 5] was that most detailed
folliculitis outbreak reports were from the 1980s. We
suggest that although outbreak data is still being collected on a large scale it occurs as part of routine surveillance, e.g. [32], and so does not merit in-depth
scrutiny which could have informed our meta-analysis.
Set VII indicated that lesion densities associated
with the most severe, median, least and undetectable

Table 2. Deduced inputs for dose–response algorithm ﬁtting to equations (1) and (2)
Outbreak severity

P. aeruginosa density (c.f.u./ml)*†‡

Attack probability*†

Lesions/m2*‡

No folliculitis

103 (no disease threshold proposed by
[19])
104 (minimum magnitude suggested by
[19])

0 (by deﬁnition)

105 (approximate lower density achieved
by blooms in clean drinking water [28])
3 × 106 Steady-state chemostat density
106–107 c.f.u./ml is associated with 6
mg/l readily available dissolved organic
carbon [38]

0·07 (minimum reported by [22])

4 × 10−1 (threshold based on skin area of
the human body: 1–2·5 m2 [5])
3 × 100 (photographs indicated low lesion
densities would likely be missed during
clinical inspection. We suggest the range
would be 0·1–1/0·1 m2
2 × 102 (estimated from photographs, see
[5] and supplementary material therein)
103 (estimated from photographs, see [5]
and supplementary material therein)

Subclinical/very low extent

Outbreak just detectable
Modal outbreak

1·8 × 107 (geometric mean bloom density
reported for model tub [29])

0·62 (average of two estimated attack
rates derived from the literature, 0·55
corresponding to the attack probability
after an exposure of 41 min (Fig. 1) and
0·68, the average of the attack
probabilities in the studies reviewed by
Ratnam et al. (table 1 in [22])
1·0 (100% commonly reported by [22])

104 (estimated from photographs, see [5]
and supplementary material therein)

* In each case our best estimate is provided along with the primary rationale, and key supporting information and references. See also Table 1 and Figure 1.
† Input data for exponential model [equation (1)].
‡ Input data for log-linear model [equation (2)].
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All exposed contract folliculitis

0·004 (maximum rate implied by [49])
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Fig. 1. Percentage of pool users acquiring folliculitis as a function of exposure time.

folliculitis occurrences were ≈104, 103, 2 × 102 and
100–101 lesions/m2, respectively. Finally Set VIII suggested there is little difference in infectivity risk posed
by clinical compared to environmental P. aeruginosa
strains and most strains can induce lesions and disease
[15, 33]. In light of this and the practice of pooling
data from multiple experiments and strains of algorithm construction practice with enteric pathogens
(e.g. [9]) we concluded it was reasonable in this ﬁrst instance to combine data from different reports to construct generic dose–response algorithms. Nevertheless,
we recognize that strains with different pathogenicity
may be identiﬁed in the future and modify the dose–
response picture.

Dose–response algorithms
From the Information sets (Table 1) we deduced data
pairs (Table 2) for estimating coefﬁcients of equations
(1) and (2) (Fig. 2). Equation (1) coefﬁcient estimates
varied by ∼1 order of magnitude depending on which
estimator was used and whether the outer (P = 0 or 1)
values were included. Matlab estimates were consistently 4·3 × 10−7 c.f.u./ml (MLE with Gaussian noise
function) and 3·3 × 10−7 c.f.u./ml (nlinﬁt). The latter
was comparable to a least squares-based estimate
calculated independently by one of this paper’s
referees. Some Solver-derived values were higher

(e.g. 5·1 × 10−7 c.f.u./ml) but varied markedly depending on upper input attack probability (A value of
0·99–0·9999 needed to be assumed as the method
did not work if a P value of 1·0 was used). As the
MLE-based estimate is more conservative than, and
reportedly preferred by statisticians over, least squares
estimators we propose an rC coefﬁcient of 4·3 × 10−7
c.f.u./ml P. aeruginosa estimate be selected when using
equation (1) for estimating clinical folliculitis likelihood in the event of bathing in swimming pools or
spas with variable P. aeruginosa densities.
Figure 2 also shows estimates of the log-linear
algorithm, equation (2), coefﬁcients describing how
disease severity varies. For unclear reasons none of
the Matlab ﬁt estimators converged on a solution.
However, Solver and @Risk Optimizer converged
on comparable A and B values. The slightly more conservative Optimizer values were: A, 2.51644 × 107
lesions/m2; and B, 2.28011 × 10−11 c.f.u./ml P. aeruginosa. One of the referees pointed out that applying
the least squares objective function over the organism
densities of interest yields an alternative simpler algorithm: Nl = 5·4959 × 10−4 C (coefﬁcient units, lesions
per c.f.u./ml per m2). For organism densities across
the range 10−1–108 c.f.u./ml the algorithm predicted
lesion densities only 4% less than with the log-linear
equation (2). For completeness these two algorithms
are plotted side by side in Figure 2. Given the trivial

Quantifying P. aeruginosa dose–response
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Fig. 2. Exponential and log-linear dose–response curve ﬁts. Data points from Table 2.

difference in their lesion density estimates we suggest
either could be used for P. aeruginosa folliculitis severity, but suggest the use of equation (2) with the A and
B coefﬁcient values above in line with our use of
Furomoto & Mickey’s theory.
These log-linear and linear algorithms are notable
in that they predict lesions will be too few to detect
where P. aeruginosa densities are <103 c.f.u./ml, i.e.
≈1 lesion over a whole body which would be clinically
unrecognizable (Fig. 2). An important qualiﬁcation
on these equation coefﬁcients is that they apply to
‘typical bathing’. Speciﬁcally Set VI indicates these
algorithms correspond to average exposure of ≈41
min. Speculatively, Figure 1 suggests folliculitis likelihood might be decreased by bathing for only 10–15
min and approach 1·0 where exposure exceeds 1 h.
We have included these and estimates of exposure
duration because on theoretical grounds [5] and
from experimental data [12, 31], infection likelihood
depends on exposure duration and the algorithm
coefﬁcients which could differ in other circumstances.

Uncertainties
Uncertainties associated with our algorithms include
the following. Dose–response coefﬁcient estimates

have four signiﬁcant ﬁgures and R2 values of 0·9.
These reﬂect curve ﬁt precision not risk estimate accuracy. We suggest the accuracy of equations (1) and (2)
is about ± 1 order of magnitude reﬂecting the 105–107
c.f.u./ml P. aeruginosa cell density range bathers are
likely exposed to during outbreaks (Set IV, Table 1).
We have not included conﬁdence intervals (cf. ﬁg. 1
in [9]) as there were insufﬁcient data to warrant a
full formal meta-analysis. Hot tubs operate at higher
temperatures than swimming pools ([23, table 5·1],
[34]) and have a smaller volume-to-person ratio and
likely more organic matter. These factors could result
in faster growth and inactivation, higher P. aeruginosa
densities, more rapid infection, more rapid disease
induction and higher infection likelihood. However,
because of the limited data and understanding of
P. aeruginosa ecology in pool waters, we combined
the two datasets. Our estimates of clinical folliculitis
severity as lesions/m2 were based on a small primary
dataset [5, supplementary material therein]. How
time (Fig. 1, Set VI) or temperature impacts on infection, is uncertain but three moderating biophysical
processes are likely operating concurrently and synergistically: wetting of the skin, occlusion and likelihood
of P. aeruginosa skin attachment [5]. The inﬂuence of
water and occlusion are illustrated by Leyden et al.’s
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study of skin response to P. aeruginosa inocula [15]
and Toll et al.’s [35] observations of microsphere migration into follicles during drying. The complexity
of attachment to any surface including skin is illustrated by numerous bioﬁlm studies which often use
P. aeruginosa itself as a model [36]. Our algorithms
necessarily apply only to P. aeruginosa folliculitis
and not acute otitis externa, nor do they apply to
other causes of folliculitis, e.g. Staphylococcus aureus,
although the principles and approach here may be
applicable to quantifying risk from other folliculitis
agents.

Complementing Price & Ahearn’s [19] MIC
formulation
A test of the value of the modelling is whether it can
generate new insights, hypotheses, questions and/or
management recommendations. Price & Ahern [19]
provided a useful benchmark that can be applied to
the models presented here and indeed, theirs appears
to be the only other P. aeruginosa pool MIC estimate
identiﬁed to date. Their MIC was well above the
recommended water quality benchmark of <10−2
c.f.u./ml raising questions of whether their proposal
was reasonable and current guidelines are too onerous? Beyond this, few quantitative risk conclusions
were drawn. Our analysis complements theirs with
estimates of infection inducing densities, folliculitis
likelihood and exposure duration and indicates their
MIC is consistent with dose–response models of
Furumoto & Mickey [10], exposure and attack probabilities, and other information compiled in Table 1.
Our integration, captured in equation (1), is also a
step needed for quantifying folliculitis disease burden
(e.g. as disability-adjusted life years). Separately,
equation (2) posits a model for how folliculitis severity
and likelihood vary in response to pool, ablution,
environmental bathing, and industrial water exposure.

Water quality guidelines and monitoring
Current P. aeruginosa management includes monitoring of pool water densities using selective media to
verify that pool disinfection and pool hygiene are satisfactory. A common benchmark density is <10−2
c.f.u./ml [37]. Exceedence triggers follow-up monitoring, pool closure, super-chlorination and dumping of
pool water. Our algorithms and analysis indicate, consistent with Price & Ahern [19], that for folliculitis, the
<10−2 c.f.u./ml benchmark is very conservative, and

considerably higher densities in the range 100–102
c.f.u./ml pose little immediate risk. Additionally equation (2) and its underlying inputs are consistent with a
cell density of ≈103 c.f.u./ml being required to induce
a single, probably undetectable, lesion over a whole
body (≈1 lesion/m2 of skin, Fig. 2).
Nevertheless, routine monitoring still appears useful.
In respect to folliculitis, detection of <102 c.f.u./ml can
trigger pool closure while still allowing health authorities to credibly reassure the public that infection is
unlikely. Repeatedly elevated P. aeruginosa densities
in disinfected pool water, may indicate a chronic contamination source (e.g. bioﬁlms on ﬁlters with 109
c.f.u./g [29]) and bloom/outbreak potential in the
event of disinfection loss (Sets III and IV). Hence detection of P. aeruginosa in the range 10−2–102 c.f.u./ml
appears a credible trigger for preventive action, e.g.
bioﬁlm reservoir identiﬁcation and elimination. Postoutbreak culture-based monitoring also appears useful
for detecting contamination sources, e.g. poolside carpet
[13]. However because of the high variability of P. aeruginosa populations in terms of infectivity, c.f.u. data
appears of questionable value for inferring risk levels
unless densities exceed to104 c.f.u./ml (Set I, Table 1).

Pool management
One driver for our reviews of P. aeruginosa in swimming pools [1, 5] was a series of queries from a pool
manager about the signiﬁcance of, and appropriate
responses to, repeated P. aeruginosa detections. They
were concerned that dumping >1 million litres during
a drought was wasteful and wanted clearer justiﬁcation. Our analysis and algorithms provided insights
into management best practice and raised questions
about the beneﬁts of water dumping and quarantining
pool socializing areas from bathers.
Even clean drinking, bottled and distilled waters are
capable of promoting blooms of P. aeruginosa to densities >104 c.f.u./ml [26, 28] when ≈1 mg/l total organic
carbon (TOC) is present. Chlorination normally controls pool densities [1] but makes the pool vulnerable
to P. aeruginosa blooms because it also inactivates
potential competitors. Constant re-introduction of
P. aeruginosa can probably not be eliminated because
of high bather carriage [1, 5] and accumulation within
pool bioﬁlms [29, 38]. This highlights the need for
active pool management to control the levels of P.
aeruginosa such that infective doses are not reached.
Conversely, the importance of disinfectant maintenance and minimizing P. aeruginosa bloom-enhancing
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Fig. 3. Header tanks, a potential domestic water contamination source. (a) Poor tank management (top lost or discarded);
(b) tank contaminant accumulation (algae and cyanobacteria provide carbon for bioﬁlms); (c) bath water.

factors, especially bioﬁlms’ available organic matter,
was afﬁrmed. Whether bioﬁlms are more associated
with ﬁlters, pool surfaces or surrounds remains to be
determined. However, the desirability of controlling
organic carbon seems conclusive, as with disinfection
by-products [39–42].
The value of water dumping is unclear.
Conceptually, dumping might reduce assimilable
organic carbon (AOC) concentrations. However, the
organic carbon content of even clean drinking water
appears high enough [1–10 mg/l dissolved organic carbon (DOC)] to support blooms [28] before the added
input of DOC from bathers. Conceptually, a carbon
absorbing ﬁlter might be used with small pools.
However, a 1 million litres Olympic size pool with
20 mg/l TOC would need ﬁlters capable of removing
20 kg of organic matter to prevent a 106–107 bloom
during disinfection loss which our algorithms indicate
would be a concern. Further, such ﬁlters would need
careful management as they would be ideal for
bioﬁlm development. We conclude that organic matter management is desirable but probably needs technology development or adaptation of existing
technology to cope with the large amount of carbon
needing removal.

Other implications
Zichichi et al. [43] reported a folliculitis outbreak
linked to showering. Assuming lesion densities were
comparable to clinical pool-related folliculitis and exposure was sporadic, our algorithms suggest P. aeruginosa densities averaging 105–107 c.f.u./ml of bathing

water. If pipe bioﬁlms were the source, this outbreak
suggests very extensive organic matter build-up, bacterial sloughing and/or massive disinfection failure.
No source was identiﬁed, but a candidate contamination reservoir is illustrated in Figure 3, i.e. potable
header tanks. This source reﬂects a common water
supply situation, a lack of 24-h pressure and vulnerable buffering. Another example of high P. aeruginosa
exposure resulting from poor management is high
organic matter content industrial cleaning tanks [44].
This latter study illustrates how folliculitis is a risk
wherever high loads of organic carbon accumulate and
intimate exposure can occur. Peak P. aeruginosa density
of 8 × 103 c.f.u./ml was close to the ≈ 104 c.f.u./ml which
combined with a modest order of magnitude bloom
would be sufﬁcient to affect exposed workers.
A converse exposure scenario is ‘natural bathing’ in
freshwater streams, pools and lakes. P. aeruginosa is
recognized to pose a risk [18, 24] but there do not appear
to have been reports of folliculitis outbreaks or precursor densities from our reviews. For example, for four
lakes meeting the Dutch and the European
Commission’s mandatory standards for thermotolerant coliforms the median (10th and 90th percentile)
densities were 4 (1 and 63) and ×10−3 c.f.u./ml, respectively [24]. The lack of outbreaks is consistent with
expectations based on our dose–response algorithms.
In natural bathing situations P. aeruginosa might be
controlled by natural environmental processes, e.g.
cooler water, intense sunlight, microbial competition
for DOC. Nevertheless the risk of blooms remains, as
illustrated by E. coli blooms in natural waters [45, 46]
and P. aeruginosa in drinking water [28].
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R E CO M M E ND ATI O N S A ND FU T UR E
WO RK
Monitoring
Routine culture-based water quality monitoring still
appears useful, pre- and post-outbreak, but would be
improved upon by meta-genomic studies to better
describe potentially suppressive or promoting microbial communities. Furthermore, increased data collection appears desirable. Based on our data analyses we
suggest the following testing also be considered:

P. aeruginosa could originate, as well as detailed epidemiology, and including satisfactory replicate and
control tests. Then the pool management system
should be revised in light of outbreak lessons. If
necessary install new treatment equipment and
increase management action frequencies. Publish this
information. Increase routine monitoring frequency
for several months to ensure the problem is solved.

Research directions

. qPCR analyses of water, and water ﬁlters for 16S
rRNA gene copy numbers and strain markers to
follow blooms and avoid cell injury/viable but nonculturable cell detection constraints and provide an
indication of bloom peaks. (Large sample volumes
should not be needed where blooms occur. As
cost reduces, supplement this with 16S rRNA metagenomic analyses of community structures, both
pool water and skin.)
. Organic matter analysis, especially DOC.
. Photographic documentation of pool outbreak
environments.
. Detailed records of folliculitis morphology especially lesion density.
. Biopsies of infections for skin lesion vs. pool strains.

Following the current study we now plan an analogous analysis of data applicable to mechanism-based
dose–response algorithms. Separately, we suggest that
follow-up risk management studies be undertaken to
test equations (1) and (2) and our interpretation.
Given ethics considerations, we suggest such work
should focus on improved monitoring complementing
current testing e.g. qPCR, DOC, testing rationale,
data interpretation. Another useful direction would
be further studies of P. aeruginosa and opportunist
bloom ecology generally modelled [26, 28, 29, 38,
45, 46] in support of prevention and source
identiﬁcation.

We again suggest developing pool ‘Water Safety
Plans’ [1]. Based on our meta-analysis and algorithm
to interpret culture-based monitoring data we propose
the following as a guide. For single/sporadic detections at 10−2–100 c.f.u./ml, check basic bathing system
vulnerabilities then re-test. Do not panic or close a
pool unless there is breakdown of critical treatment
barriers, e.g. chlorinator, identiﬁed. For single
100–102 c.f.u./ml or repeat 10−2–100 c.f.u./ml detections suspend pool access. Then re-test immediately
including a check of DOC concentration (preferably
<10 mg/l). Check for system vulnerabilities and
re-test. Finally if clear, return to a normal monitoring
programme. If not clear undertake wider testing, e.g.
organic carbon, ﬁlter, source water and remediate
and re-test as required. For single results >102 c.f.u./
ml or repeats >100 c.f.u./ml suspend access, and determine contamination source and solution, experimentally or via survey. Then implement remediation and
undertake high-frequency routine monitoring for a
period to conﬁrm efﬁcacy.
Following outbreaks, we suggest closing the pool
indeﬁnitely and undertaking an array of testing
including DOC, qPCR of water and niches where
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